Her Rheumatism Vanished!

After two years of agony, this woman thanks TANLAC for restoring her lost health.

For two years, Mrs. Dubois, of York, Pa., had suffered from rheumatism to such an extent that she could hardly use her hands or move her head or body. Her suffering was so great that she was forced to quit her work and economize on all the comforts of life.

Finally her doctor urged her to try TANLAC and improvement came within the first week. "It lessened my pain," Mrs. Dubois says, "and I am so well now that I can work and enjoy life again."

"Every sign of rheumatism has disappeared and my life is happy again," says Mrs. Dubois. "I am so grateful to TANLAC that I wish every one of the world would know the benefits of this wonderful medicine."
TRICKS FOR THE PUPPY

Lore for Dog-Owners

By Albert Payson Terhune

TRICKS FOR THE PUPPY

Old Man Napley Repeated Over and Over, "Lie Down, Lie Down."

"Old Man Napley," wrote that climbable droll Col. Preusse, "is to come to the rescue of our tailless friends, and to show how to work a miserable after-work hour, to begin the education of a pup, or to recover lost one, or to keep the pup from making mischief."

The coarse had made a false step. In the situation by being his companion, he had, when the pup was in the basket, thrown the basket over his shoulder, and lie had, while he was not a great fool and, as the friendly mood by the old man was not to the time of the day when the dog was out of his proper place, said to him:

"You don't know, Oren, how very, very much of a fool I am, and how I am almost seriously precious of my particular. You know how rough I am when under that friendly pressure, the poor oaken ball being passed to me at last, and he the old Napley, and very much so, continued to repeat over and over:

"Lie Down, Lie Down."

The dog was the last to find out. He was a very smart dog, and he was really wonderful at putting him and feeding him more of the same.

Oren was really the last to find out the old man repeated the phrase as frequently as he could by promising afterwards all kinds and all sorts of luxuries around him, and even a variety of words and again and again. He would even surprise him with a stroke."

The dog was so wretched that he was, in fact, and the whole group, including of course the splendid napley, was so wretched at the sight of it, and sometimes3 it would have some pleasant results.

The collie really had himself done some highly remarkable things when he did not know how to use it, and it was all the better.

The collie really had himself done some truly remarkable things when he did not know how to use it, and it was all the better. He was just a dog, and it was all the better.

As a last, the light pressure was really the man's weapon, and the neck was just a little long. Old Man Napley groaned and gnashed his teeth and pushed him forward to the growing, and he was then really just a dog.

The collie real himself had done some highly remarkable things when he did not know how to use it, and the better.

As a last, the light pressure was really the man's weapon, and the neck was just a little long. Old Man Napley groaned and gnashed his teeth and pushed him forward to the growing, and he was then really just a dog.

The collie real himself had done some highly remarkable things when he did not know how to use it, and it was all the better.

As a last, the light pressure was really the man's weapon, and the neck was just a little long. Old Man Napley groaned and gnashed his teeth and pushed him forward to the growing, and he was then really just a dog.
"Come when thou wilt and depart when thou wilt—since thy Painless and Comfort all" is rendered.
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**Tornado Kills 16 Persons in Alabama—Many Homes Demolished**

New York.—Two destructive wind storms struck the Atlantic coast and central states last night and today, killing 16 persons and causing heavy damage to homes and fields.

A tornado, sweeping down from the west, which destroyed the town of Cato, N. Y., and destroyed 800 buildings, was described as a "wonderful and terrific" storm.

The second storm, striking from the southwest, caused widespread damage in central states.

**NEW MODERATOR**

**Greek-Bulgarian War Goes Before League**

Macedonia May Join Fight—Safo Reports New Harvests

Geneva.—If Greece withdraws her troops from Bulgaria and she reserves the right to compel the last troops to withdraw, the League of Nations will be invited to sit in the extraordinary session of the Assembly at Geneva which was taken up in the extraordinary conference on the subject of the war.

It is also possible that a special conference will be convened at the assembly of the states of the League of Nations, which have been invited to be present at the meeting of the conference, to be held at the Quai d’Orsay in Paris.

The Assembly of the states of the League of Nations was invited to meet in extraordinary session at the request of the states of the League of Nations which have been invited to be present at the meeting of the conference, to be held at the Quai d’Orsay in Paris.

The Greek demand is for the withdrawal of the Bulgarian troops which have been in the occupied territory of Greece for the last two months.

The French government has been asked to arbitrate in the matter.

**MELLON GIVES NEW INCOME TAX SCALES**

Incomes of $8,000 and Over May Be Affected.

Washington.—Small tax rate changes for incomes of $8,000 and over were made today by the Secretary of the Treasury, William H. Mellon.

The changes will be in effect for the first time next month.

The changes in the tax laws will be in effect for the first time next month.
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THE BLACK GANG
By CYRIL NINKIE
Copyright by GEOFFREY P. DODD, O.S.B.
M.P. IRENE SERIES

CHAPTER VII

In Which Mr. Diamond Makes a Discovery

The prospect from of Court "Raffles" was to Mr. Almack, as he walked down the room, what the sight of a beautiful red bird would be to a naturalist. The diamond was the largest which had been found at the mine, and it was estimated that its value was over a thousand pounds. Mr. Diamond, who had been engaged in the diamond business for many years, knew that this was a rare find, and he was determined to keep it for himself. He walked slowly around the room, examining the diamond from all sides, and he was delighted with its appearance.

"It is a magnificent specimen," he said. "I have never seen anything like it before."

The diamond was shaped like a star, with eight points. It was polished to a high shine, and it glittered in the light. Mr. Diamond admired it for a moment, and then he suddenly had an idea.

"I know what I will do," he said. "I will have a gold setting made for it, and I will wear it as a necklace."

He smiled to himself, thinking of the pleasure he would get from wearing such a magnificent piece of jewelry. He knew that it would be admired by everyone who saw it.

"I will call it my "Red Star,"" he thought. "It will be my most precious possession."

Mr. Diamond walked out of the room, leaving the diamond behind him. He knew that it would be safe, and he was satisfied that it would not be disturbed. He had always been careful to keep his valuable items away from prying eyes, and he knew that this diamond was no exception.

"I have done the wise thing," he said to himself. "I will keep this diamond safe, and no one will be able to steal it from me."

He walked down the street, thinking about his new necklace, and he was content to have made such a wise decision. He knew that he would be greatly pleased when he saw the final product, and he looked forward to the moment when he would wear it for the first time.

Mrs. Proctor Reports Great Benefits from E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

Dr. D. J. E. Pinkham, a well-known doctor of New York, has recently published a report on the benefits of his Vegetable Compound. The compound is said to be effective in the treatment of a wide range of conditions, including skin diseases, neuralgia, and arthritis.

Mrs. Proctor, a resident of Pittsburgh, has been using the compound for the past six months, and she has experienced great relief from her skin condition. She said, "I have been troubled with eczema for many years, and I have tried everything. But when I started using E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, my skin cleared up almost immediately. I am so grateful to Dr. Pinkham for his wonderful discovery."

Dr. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is said to be made from a special formula of herbs and spices, and it is said to be effective in the treatment of many common ailments. The compound is available at most drugstores, and it is said to be safe and effective for all ages.

Dr. Pinkham is a highly respected medical professional, and his Vegetable Compound has gained a reputation for its effectiveness in the treatment of a wide range of conditions. His report on the benefits of the compound has received widespread attention, and it is likely that many more people will try it in the future.

The compound is said to be made from a special formula of herbs and spices, and it is said to be effective in the treatment of many common ailments. The compound is available at most drugstores, and it is said to be safe and effective for all ages.

Dr. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is said to be made from a special formula of herbs and spices, and it is said to be effective in the treatment of many common ailments. The compound is available at most drugstores, and it is said to be safe and effective for all ages.

Dr. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is said to be made from a special formula of herbs and spices, and it is said to be effective in the treatment of many common ailments. The compound is available at most drugstores, and it is said to be safe and effective for all ages.

Dr. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is said to be made from a special formula of herbs and spices, and it is said to be effective in the treatment of many common ailments. The compound is available at most drugstores, and it is said to be safe and effective for all ages.
Empress Woolen Dress Goods

Following are some Christmas and other Christmas Goods

Our Coffee prices are lower, quality considered.

Please note the following 5 months of our coffee Saturday we will get Five Cents Baggies ABSOLUTELY FREE.

Last Saturday was the biggest day yet at this store. There is a reason. Come and find out what it is and buy next Saturday.

IN ALL OUR DNA'S IN OUR STORRES

Hudson & Son
IT PAYS TO PAY CASH

For a square deal—
The Square Deal Cash Cream Station

Try Gobles First!
Patronize Our ADVERTISERS

DIXIE GEM COAL
Good goods. We have no enemies. Only friends here by you believe in doing the same.

CAR AND THE CANADIAN

HARDCORE
Good goods. We have no enemies. Only friends here by you believe in doing the same.

Sell the Good Old Standbys

Still Selling the Good Old Standbys

The Gobleville Milling Co.

Old King Cole Was a Merry Old Soul
but his good soul did not cooperate with the friends, cheer well contained in KENTUCKY KING COAL. The Coal Special.

IT IS VITAL TO KEEP THE SAVINGS TRUST SAVINGS BOX. It is not enough to have a savings account. You can also save money by putting the savings in a savings account. It is important to keep your savings in a savings account. To get the most out of your savings, you need to keep your savings in a savings account.

Remember, you are always important and you should keep your savings in a savings account.

Old King Cole Was a Merry Old Soul

Any Old Bread
will keep a man from starving but most people say bread is the same whether they like the bread.

Harvest Queen Bread
Please note the prices, quality, and general appearance of the bread. It is important to keep the bread in a good condition. To get the most out of your bread, you should keep the bread in a good condition.

Texas Electric Washers
We will potted plants, produce, hardware, glass, and groceries, in fresh, daily, moisturized, and at prices within the reach of all.

Quality Bakery
Herman B. Bohn

Tire SPECIAL
30 x 10.5-15 Bias Tread Tube, guaranteed,$7.50
Take extra $1.00 with the

Extra Special Saturday
Shopping Baskets
"Marion" split shopping baskets. 8 inches wide, 15 inches long, 8 inches deep. Various colored split banding, reinforced around handles. Very flexible.

29c ONE DAY ONLY
This basket would be a bargain at 50c.

E. J. MERRIFIELD
GUY G. GRAHAM, Mgr.

Saturday will be the only chance to get a basket at 29c.

At checking up in our Department Store we find only two items: Fruit, Honey and many other items that we don't give. Baskets at 50c, House and Garden, Christmas Coats, etc. See the red sale sign in our main office.

We will have good SPECIALS for Friday and Saturdays.

MYERS STORES

MYERS COURSE OF

The Big Store on the Corner

New York Bean

Fuller

First Time at Popular Prices
The most amazing shoe store ever
MATCHING 9-11 NV 9-12
Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall

BADGES PRICES
Mansfield 10c, 15c, 20c, 25c, 30c, 40c, 50c, 75c
Women's 15c, 20c, 25c, 30c, 50c, 75c, 1.00
MAIL ORDERS NOW. READ SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11.